April 16, 2020

The Honorable Chad Wolf
Acting Secretary
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Washington, D.C. 20528

The Honorable Eugene Scalia
Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor
Washington, D.C. 20210

The Honorable Michael Pompeo
Secretary
U.S. Department of State
Washington, D.C. 20520

Dear Secretaries Wolf, Scalia, and Pompeo:

The Chamber appreciates the flexibility your departments have provided to firms that rely on foreign nationals working in industries that are contributing to the pandemic response. Hospitals, manufacturers, producers of agricultural commodities, technology companies, among many others, are grateful for the measures you have taken. However, a lack of certainty remains in some areas related to immigration policy, and action on your parts would improve collective efforts to respond to the challenges of the coronavirus.

**Extending Immigration Filing Deadlines** – The imposition of corporate telework policies and stay-at-home orders by state and local governments have made it very difficult for businesses to timely file various immigration benefits requests with USCIS. While companies appreciate USCIS’s recent notice providing some case-by-case flexibility to companies that file late petitions for immigration benefits, it doesn’t provide the type of certainty that companies need during this difficult time. Providing more clear, definitive relief on this issue for American businesses that currently employ a significant number of nonimmigrant workers, particularly for commercial airlines, hotel operators, and other businesses that have been hit the hardest by the economic fallout caused by COVID-19, is vitally important for these companies to maintain their operations at this critical juncture. To effectively address this problem, we implore USCIS to extend the filing deadline for any petition or application that was due to the agency between March 11, 2020 and May 11, 2020 for an additional 90 days to ensure that employers can maintain workforce continuity and operational capacity.

**Relief for Unintentional Visa Overstays** – Many companies employ individuals whose visas are set to expire in the days and weeks to come, and their countries will not allow their citizens to return home. Neither these individuals nor their employers could have reasonably foreseen this occurring. DHS can rectify this situation by temporarily extending the status of these individuals
for a one-time, 90-day period to prevent them from accruing unlawful presence in the U.S. as they make plans to leave the country when the crisis associated with COVID-19 subsides.

**Reinstatement of Premium Processing**: Businesses across several critical industries are very worried about possible interruptions in the work authorization of their foreign national employees. Medical service providers want to ensure there are no such interruptions for their workers as they confront this pandemic, whereas seasonal employers like seafood processors, and forestry companies are worried that delayed processing would inhibit their company’s ability to meet contractual obligations. Gradually reinstating premium processing for employers whose workers fall under the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency’s (CISA) “Essential Critical Infrastructure Worker” guidance would provide American businesses with the workforce certainty they desire while upholding USCIS’s interest in the fair adjudication of visa petitions.

**Provide Flexible Payment Options for Filing Fees**: The combination of corporate telework policies and state and local stay-at-home orders have created obstacles for many companies to complete the required check payments associated with various USCIS filing fees. USCIS should let companies pay these filing fees with credit card payments to avoid unnecessary operational disruptions caused by the outdated requirement that many of these filing fees be paid by check.

**Reinstate Selective Interview Policy on Employment Based Immigrants**: For years, USCIS provided agency adjudicators with broad discretion in determining whether an employment-based Adjustment of Status (AOS) applicant warranted an in-person interview before being issued a visa. Current agency policy requires all employment-based AOS applicants to have an in-person interview and with many USCIS Service Centers closed, the already long process immigrant workers must endure to obtain Lawful Permanent Resident (LPR) status will expand significantly. USCIS should reinstate its prior policy to help cut down on immigrant visa backlogs and provide more certainty to American companies and their workers. Alternatively, USCIS could incrementally waive this interview requirement for LPR applicants whose field of employment falls under CISA’s “Essential Critical Infrastructure Worker” guidance.

**Temporarily Extend “Cap-Gap” Protections for International Graduates from U.S. Universities**: COVID-19 is already negatively impacting USCIS’s processing efficiency. Employers seeking H-1B visas for their current Optional Practical Training (OPT) recipient employees could experience serious workforce disruptions if USCIS is unable to adjudicate these petitions in a timely fashion, as current regulations only provide these OPT recipients with work authorization through October 1. USCIS should extend the OPT status of these individuals until their H-1B petitions have been adjudicated to prevent unnecessary lapses in work authorization.

**Provide Clarity on Labor Condition Application Requirements**: While many companies appreciate DOL’s two recent FAQs addressing this topic, many unanswered questions remain for companies. DOL should provide additional guidance with hypothetical examples that clarify when employers are required to post a new LCA or file an updated LCA for individuals that are working at home because of the COVID-19 pandemic.

**Allow Electronic Signatures on Immigration Forms and Documents**: Businesses appreciate the flexibility that USCIS and DOL have provided to companies to use scanned signatures on
various forms and documents, but the imposition of telework and “stay at home” orders have created situations where company representatives do not have the appropriate equipment at home to print, sign, and scan these documents on a large scale. USCIS and DOL should expand their respective guidance to allow employers to temporarily utilize digital/electronic signatures on forms and documents to both comply with the law and minimize the spread of COVID-19.

Expand the Use of Consular Interview Waivers to Other Nonimmigrant Visa Categories:
The State Department, in consultation with the Department of Homeland Security, instituted a temporary policy of waiving the requirement that H-2 nonimmigrant workers be interviewed by a consular official abroad before obtaining an H-2 work visa. In embarking upon this policy, the State Department noted that the “H-2 program is essential to the economy and…is a national security priority.” There are many other nonimmigrant workers under other visa classifications that are employed as “essential workers” under CISA’s guidance and we urge the State Department and DHS to expand the usage of consular interview waivers to cover workers under various other temporary worker classifications.

Provide Visa Revalidation Services Domestically:
Many nonimmigrants that need to extend their current visa’s validity must travel outside the country to have these new visas affixed in their passports. With many other nations imposing strict travel restrictions and many consulates and embassies closed abroad, obtaining updated visas has become incredibly difficult for many workers that are critical to the operations of various businesses. If the State Department were to temporarily reinstate broad visa revalidation services for various nonimmigrant workers in the U.S., it would provide companies across a host of industries with more confidence that their businesses will avoid serious workforce disruptions as the U.S. confronts this pandemic.

We look forward to working with your departments to implement these policy changes.

Sincerely,

Neil L. Bradley